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SPIN DOCTOR ™
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(Spin Disc Filter Cleaner)

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
SPIN DOCTOR™ represents a breakthrough in spin disc filtration system maintenance. The product contains
a unique blend of surfactants and anti-static agents with the ability to free and remove lint and particulate
matter from spin discs far more effectively than through the standard spinning processes.
APPLICATION
SPIN DOCTOR™ will extend the life of filter discs and maintain lower filter pressure thereby enabling Dry
Cleaners to obtain superior cleaning results. Additionally, by maintaining lower filter pressure, operators will
greatly increase the life of filters and system solvent pumps. Product can be used for heavy duty cleaning of
spin filters and housings, and is recommended for general routine spin disc filter maintenance.
DIRECTIONS
Refer to your owner’s manual for the correct manual operation button icons. Manual step directions are indicated in
red. Make sure that the still is cooked out and empty.
1. Add recommended dose of SPIN DOCTOR™ directly to the wash wheel, (32-64 oz. depending on the
size and condition of the spin filters). Note: If using a hydrocarbon system, you have the option of
adding 16 oz. of “Taskmaster” along with the SPIN DOCTOR™ to increase effectiveness.
2. Activate manual mode.
3. Transfer 10 gallons of clean solvent from the tank (usually tank 3) to the wheel, (Activate: Rinse tank
out, Wheel in, Pump on, Wheel turning).
4. Circulate clean solvent on filter bypass, (not through the spin disc), with the wash wheel turning,
(Activate: Wheel in, Wheel out, Pump on, Wheel turning).
5. Go to high extract for 15 seconds, (Activate: Wheel in, Wheel out, Pump on, Extract on), then stop.
6. Spin the disc filter for 2 minutes, (Activate: Filter spin on).
7. Drain the disc to still while spinning, (Activate: Filter spin on, Filter on, Still in). Observe w/ flashlight
until draining is complete.
8. Stop
9. Pump cleaning mixture from the wheel to the spin disc, (Activate: Wheel out, Wheel in, Filter on, Pump
on, Wheel turning).
10. Spin for 1 minute, stop for 2 minutes. Repeat this step three times, (Activate: Filter spin on, then Filter spin
off).
11. Drain to still for 30 seconds, (Activate: Filter on, Still in). Then stop manual mode.
12. Start the program you normally use to spin your disc filters. Allow the program to run until it is
finished.
13. Clean out your button trap.
14. You are now ready SPIN DOCTOR™ to resume cleaning. You will observe decreased filter pressure,
increased solvent flow and increased solvent clarity in your sight glass.
To maintain optimum on-going spin disc filter performance, this procedure should be incorporated into the
monthly dry cleaning machine maintenance program.
PACKAGING
SPIN DOCTOR™ is packaged in ½ gallon containers, 4 to a case.

